
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

Australia! 
 

PSED                                     
HeartSmart! – Fake is a Mistake! 

 Boris and the               
Scrapman’s lies                              

 Cheer up Boris                          
 How the rabbit                       

got its long ears                               
 Hat games                                
 Thankful heart                           
 Tell me about you 

 

C & L 

 Discuss the different animals that we have 
found in our stories  Talk about what makes us 

happy  Listening games  Listen and describe the 
sounds of different Australian instruments            

  Learn some Aussie phrases and use then in our 
play  Australian outback role play 

PD                                               
Athletics 

 How to run in a race  Bean bag 
balancing race  Hurdles  Relay 
race  Egg and spoon  Sack race 

Little Wickets 

  Team games  Cricket skills 

 

Literacy 

      

 Write diary about what we do in the day  What animal would you like to be? 
 A-Z of animals  Description of habitats and animals  Hot seat characters 

 Write a story about what we can do  Weather words/diary  Express 
opinions of stories  Discuss texts  What do animals like to do? 

Maths                                                                                                                         
To 20 and beyond   Number patters to 20  Matching amounts and numeral      

Estimating  Games using numbers to 20  Matching shapes 
and models   Tangrams  

 Counting on  Adding 1 more  Adding 2 more  Addition      
Take away 1  Making new shapes  Pattern blocks 

                   

 

U the W 

 Where is Australia on a world 
map?  How does life in Australia 
differ to England  Observe and 
compare the weather and seasons 

 Learn about the aborigines and 
their culture  Name some key 
landmarks in Australia  Learn 

about Australian animals  Taste 
fairy bread 

EA and D 

 Decorate boomerangs and 
stones using aborigine dot painting 

 Make and decorate Australian 
rain sticks then perform using 
them  Finger print Wattle 

painting  Collaborative collage of 
Australian flag and aborigine flag 

 Paper plate animals 

RE                                                
Incarnation – What makes every person 

unique and precious?                                                              
 Jesus friend of everyone  Belonging 

and baptism  The lost sheep  The lost 
coin  Joseph and his coat  Bible stories 

showing Christians are precious to God                   

 


